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Internet Access

Internet access was one of the biggest motivators behind the

Smartphone takeover

Internet access to mobiles has increased dramatically

Original iPhone (2007) – Up to 1Mbps

Galaxy S10 5G (2019) – Up to 1Gbps



Internet Access

Coverage has also increased dramatically:

45% of the world population with cellular coverage in 2011

95% of the world population with cellular coverage in 2019



Internet Access

Takeaways:

• Mobile Internet Access has become fast

• Mobile Internet access is widely available

• Users will expect Internet features from your application



How to access the Internet



Accessing the Internet

Your application may want to access the internet in a couple ways:

• Hyperref to an existing webpage

• View an existing webpage in the application

• Download data to populate views in your app

• Backup data from your application to the Internet

As well as other possible interaction patterns



Pattern 1: Hyperref to wepbage

You can use the default browser to navigate to a page

Create an Intent and:

• Set Action to ACTION VIEW

• Add Category CATEGORY BROWSABLE

• Set Data to URL by parsing the URL into a URI

• Must specify transport (e.g. http://, https://)



Pattern 1: Hyperref to webpage

fun openWebPage(url: String) {

val webpage: Uri = Uri.parse(url)

val intent = Intent(Intent.ACTION_VIEW, webpage)

if (intent.resolveActivity(packageManager) != null) {

startActivity(intent)

}

}



Pattern 1: Hyperref to webpage

Using this method will launch the default web broswer

Pressing back will pop that activity off the backstack and return to

your calling Activity

The browsing application may keep that page open in its tabs



Pattern 2: Using a WebView

WebView – A view that displays web pages

Can roll your own web browser or display online content

Must request the Internet permission in manifest

“android.permission.INTERNET”

“android.permission.ACCESS NETWORK STATE”



Pattern 2: Using a WebView

Using a webview:

val myWebView: WebView = findViewById(R.id.webview)

myWebView.loadUrl("http://www.example.com")

or

val unencodedHtml =

"<html><body>‘%23’ is the percent code for ‘#‘ </body></html>";

val encodedHtml = Base64.encodeToString(unencodedHtml.toByteArray(),

Base64.NO_PADDING)

myWebView.loadData(encodedHtml, "text/html", "base64")



Pattern 3: Downloading Data from the Internet

The WebView and WebBroswer Intent have HTTP Client

functionality built in

However, they are not as light weight as your application may need

To access remote data securely, there are several steps to follow



Pattern 3: Downloading Data from the Internet

Steps to perform network operations:

• Design secure network communication

• Choose HTTP Client

• Perform network operations on a separate thread

• Fetch data



Design Secure Network Communication

Anytime data is moved across a network, there is potential for loss

Use best practices to minimize probability and effect of breach

Best Practices:

• Minimize transmission of Personally Identifiable Information

(PII)

• Use SSL, Encrypt Everything

• Network Security Configuration (Allow customization of

certificate trust)

More at Android Networking Security Tips

https://developer.android.com/training/articles/security-tips.html


Choose HTTP Client

You may select your HTTP Client of choice

HttpsURLConnection client is built into Android platform

• Includes TLS and SSL support

• Supports streaming up/downloads

• Supports IPv6

• Supports connection pooling

Hint...use this



Network Operations on another Thread

API 11 and higher require network operations not on the UI thread

• Throws NetworkOnMainThreadException

Several ways to accomplish this

The example code will use a headless Fragment for network

operations



Example Headless Fragment

Google Samples connectivity-samples (Network Connect Project)

https://github.com/android/connectivity-samples


Fetch Data

After implementing a helper class to download, you need to fetch

data

HttpsURLConnection object can be created from a URL

The connection can be used to download bytes as an InputStream

You need to convert the InputStream into the data to be displayed



Efficient Networking

Network access uses limited resources

• Battery

• Data

• Time

You should develop your network access protocols to minimize the

effect on these resources



Efficient Networking

How can you reduce your networking overhead?

• Reduce redundant downloads

• Reduce effect of regular updates

• Modify download patterns based on connectivity type

• Optimize downloads based on Wireless Radio State machine



Removing Redundant Downloads

Repetitively downloading the same data is not an optimal strategy

Download only what you need

Cache important data and files to phone storage



Removing Redundant Downloads

Strategies for reducing redundancy:

• Implement server APIs which allow query based on specific
criteria

• Time since last update

• Reduce sizes of images on server side rather than on client side

• Cache Files locally



Caching files locally

You can implement caching in many ways

To prevent displaying stale content, get last-modified and expire

time from HTTP header fields

Non-sensitive files can be cached in the cache directory

Context.getExternalCacheDir();

Or in internal cache

Context.getCacheDir();



Caching files locally

Alternatively, the HttpsURLConnection maintains a cache directory

For example, this code installs a 10 MiB cache in the

application-specific cache directory of the filesystem

try {

File httpCacheDir = new File(context.getCacheDir(), "http");

long httpCacheSize = 10 * 1024 * 1024; // 10 MiB

HttpResponseCache.install(httpCacheDir, httpCacheSize);

} catch (IOException e) {

Log.i(TAG, "HTTP response cache installation failed:" + e);

}



Minimize effect of regular updates

Updating data from the network to your application can drain

battery and data

Strategies:

• Modify refresh frequency based on device state

• Connected to cellular/wi-fi

• Battery high vs. low

• Push messaging instead of polling

• Firebase Cloud Messaging

• Use default network scheduling tools



Modify Patterns based on Connectivity

In general, Wi-Fi will offer better bandwidth at lower power

• Perform data transfer over Wi-Fi whenever possible

Perform larger transfers over faster bandwidth less often

• LTE consumes more power than 3G, and 3G more than 2G

• However, LTE has lower power consumption per bit



Optimizing based on the Radio State Machine

Radio State Machine

1

1Average time for one particular chipset



Prefetch and Bundling

To prevent needlessly transitioning between states, two strategies:

• Prefetch – Obtain data you are likely to need if radio is

already at full power

• Bundling – Wait to transmit non-time sensitive data until

there is more data to go with it



Reduce Connections

More efficient to reuse existing network connections

e.g. Bundle multiple GET requests into a single GET request

Terminate sessions when you are done communicating

Caveats:

• If it can be reused soon, leave it open

• Close before timeouts so there is no need to re-wake the radio

to close a connection



How to test this?

Network Profiler

Use the Network Statistics tab on the Android Device Monitor

Can help to determine when Network Calls happen during your

application

Network Profiler


